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The Complete Guide to Everything related to Advertising in China. Many foreign companies who move into the Chinese
market fail to understand how Stay updated on the latest China marketing trends and analysis in the.
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findings of the study confirmed that relative to television and newspapers, billboard is effective vehicles for
reaching upscale and status-seeking targets that are important to advertisers with an upscale. Figure 4: The
best media for ads according public opinion  To achieve this goal small and medium local companies need to
merge together and should take the advantage. Advertising has considerable social and economic impact that
could be factors to bring peoples together and improve the lifestyle. However, its social media landscape is
complex and highly segmented. This method can help a business understand their products distribution
channels, packaging options, specialty versions, and other attributes. Discriminant Analysis â€” This
technique is used for the classification of people, products, or other tangibles into two or more categories.
Using factor analysis, a market researcher who wants to know what combination of variables or factors is most
appealing to a particular type of consumer can use factor analysis to reduce the data down to the most relevant
variables. Those  In this piece, I will talk about emerging trends and share tips for all Western brands who
want to do marketing in China in  Magazine: Though magazine could not reach to the general public but its
advertisement getting good market share. Outdoor: On other hand though some of consumers have negative
attitude to billboard adv. According to the questionnaire  Advertising as entertainment: In this case according
the survey consumers were asked whether the tourism advertisements are entertaining and  We were able to
get only filled questionnaires from Wuhan, 75 from Beijing and 75 from Changsha. Since the objective of ad
is not only to create good image of service that is offered but also to encourage the consumption for it. For
instance, in multidimensional scaling, brands are shown in the space of attributes in which distance between
the brands represents dissimilarity. See also:. In recent years, micro-influencers have started entering the
market. According my findings Chinese young generation is dominated by western custom and culture and
local companies and community should move fast to protect the culture from western cultural invasion.
Television: China's television industry is enjoying huge popularity, and according our questionnaire  The
analysis helps to distinguish what advertising channels are most effective for different types of products.
Brands such as Airbnb, Chevrolet, Harbin Beer have published short video ads on this platform. Weibo app 4.
As far as foreign adv companies are concerned the recent measures heralding greater market access must be
viewed as part of a long- term strategy for foreign adv companies in the Chinese market. That is why we
developed a series of checks during the process. Moreover, recruiting the relevant consumer profile to answer
your questionnaire will prove to be key for the future findings and the key decision to be made. Regarding
cultural issue Chinese companies and consumers are not facing only marketing challenges but also cultural
challenges from international adv companies. Looking from competition side, it stimulates competition,
leading to service quality improvements assists new market sector entrants, providing greater consumer
choice. This process is used to find the similarities that facilitate grouping consumers into segments and is also
interested in the attributes that make the market segments unique. As far as cultural issues are concerned now
local advertising companies are facing tough competition from their foreign counterparts and striving to
survive. As a foreign brand, establishing a presence on the two major social media platforms â€” WeChat and
Weibo â€” is a key step. Consumer turns to advertising for its informativeness, as well as its entertainment
value. These include qualitative or quantitative online and offline surveys, mystery shopping, street
interactions, store checks, focus groups, etc. Method of Data Analysis: The qualitative analysis method is the
dominant way for this paper to interpret the collected data as instrument to justify and analyze the problem.
Data Collection: The survey was made in Beijing questionnaires , Wuhan and Changsha were distributed to
the chosen consumers. All of our projects are unique, and we have customized all our solutions to your needs
and objectives. Interview Methodology: During data collection procedure apart from the use of questionnaire,
personal interview, personal observation and direct discussion with the employees and managers in particular
of the firms were also adopted. So the tourism companies and advertising companies should take in to
consideration this issue in order to attain the final objective of the adv. China's accession to the WTO came
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after the country had economic reforms and significant growth of Chinese economy. The new generation of
Chinese digital consumers is presenting many opportunities.


